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Book reviews 

Cmelin ~a~d~aa~ of ~~~ar~a~~~ Chemistry, 8tA ~d~tia~~ Pt. S~p~~erne~t Volume A2: 
~.~~t~~~s~ Atoms, and C!usteq Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1988, DM 1597. ISBN 3-540” 
935583-5. 

This book presents an account of the properties of the atoms of the elements Ru, 
Rh, Pd, OS, Ir and Pt. It covers in comprehensive fashion the nuclear properties of 
the various isotopes, and their decay patterns. It then describes the production and 
separation of the various isotopes, and subsequently the physical properties (spectra, 
ionization energies etc.) of the atoms and ions. Much of this material is of only 
passing interest to chemists, though perhaps not to physicists. 

The final section of the book is concerned with molecules and cfusters, and is 
introduced by a discussion of what constitutes a cluster, Nowever, all the species 
discussed are ‘“naked” clusters without supporting ligands, though some are sup- 
ported on surfaces. The best defined or understood are din&ear species such as 
Ru,. 

This book continues the comprehensive survey of inorganic chemistry in the 
traditional Gmelin fashion. It is beautifully produced and the data are readily 
accessible. However, in view of its content this particular volume will not be greatly 
used by organometallic chemists. 

Comprehensiue Organic ~rans~armat~~ns~ by Richard C. Larock, Verlag Chemie, 
~ei~heim, 1989, 1160 pages, DM 118. ISBN ~-89573-71~-8. 

There can be very Few organometallic chemists who are not at some time, 
involved in organic transformations either to prepare the organic part of a com- 
pound or to test a new reagent. Numerous books and reviews exist to aid the 
chemist in searching the burgeoning synthetic literature. This particular volume, 
subtitled “A Guide to Functional Group Transformations” has a number of 
features which commend it. The book is a compilation of references to useful group 
transformations, mainly but by no means exclusively drawn from the literature of 
the last 25 years. The important role that organom~tal~c chemistry has played in 
developing new synthetic methodology is clearly reflected on almost every page. The 
book is organized in terms of reactions leading to particular functional groups. Thus 
there are chapters on alkanes, arenes, alkenes, alkynes, halides, amines, ethers, 
alcohols and phenols, aldehydes and ketones, nitriles and carboxylic acids. Each 
chapter is subdivided into sections covering the standard routes that lead to the 
functional group, involving, for example, oxidation or reduction etc. Each section is 


